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Dear Niveshaks,

The past month has been one of the most eventful months for the year 2018. As

the year almost comes to a close, Scams and Disputes of all sorts have come to

the fore. The IL&FS case which had everybody on their toes for the past couple of

months and the credit rating agencies which played a major role in the whole

fiasco gave the clear indication that not the organization and not credit rating

agencies can be blindly trusted and that is what the Article of the month seeks to

cover which has been contributed by Ankit Barnwal of Shri Ram College of

Commerce.

Further, the section of TMTW covers all the hot happenings in the economy

starting with the spat between RBI and the Government. It also covers the

downfall of Binny Bansal, co-founder of Flipkart on charges of misconduct.

Learnings and takeaways are all the fad these days with the ‘n’ number of scams

Scientia Potestas Est
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occurring frequently and for that we

bring you another edition of

FinFails, this time of our very own

National Spot Exchange, which in

the year 2012 failed to honor claims

of around 13,000 investors due to

faulty misconception of inventories

for the traded commodities.

But it is never enough to learn and

not apply and that is what the

FinGyan section of this month talks

about. Titled “Fintech in India:

Empowering the Nation’s Future”

and contributed by Kirtin Kapoor

and Joydeep Chatterjee of IIFT

Kolkata, the article advocates a

fusion of technology and finance in

a much more practical and feasible

manner. Additionally the Book

Review this time was “A short

History of Financial Euphoria” which

is excellent read for anyone who

wants to dig deep into the

psychology of investors while

creating financial bubbles.

And last but definitely not the least

our cover story “Is Gold Silver Ratio

saying something?” gives a food for

thought for those who believe
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THE MONTH

THAT WAS

markets. Discussions are still going on

three contentious issues i.e. shortage

of liquidity in the system, the PCA

framework and how much reserves

should remain with the RBI.

Crude Oil enters bear market

Oil dropped below $50 a barrel for the

first time in more than a year. This is a

result of Saudi Arabia’s decision, along

with its non-OPEC nation partner

Russia, to increase oil production in

June to offset the US sanctions on

Iran. Saudi Arabia’s oil output has

increased between 11.1 million bpd to

11.3 million bpd in November. Russia’s

oil production also set a new record at

11.41 million bpd in October. The

graph below shows OPEC’s monthly

production since December 2017.

Image credits: Bloomberg

Oil prices have thus entered a low

phase due to fears of oversupply and

slowing global economy. Whether the

oil prices will fall further depends on

the outcome of the G20 summit to be

held in Argentina from 30th November

2018. It is expected that the petro-

nations will maintain the output hike in

order to keep the oil prices stable.

The fate of Binny Bansal

Binny Bansal, the CEO and founder of

Walmart owned Flipkart, resigned from

RBI-Government Spat

Image credits: Business Standard

There have been several differences

between the RBI and the government

in past, but it’s for the first time in

Indian history when the executive has

asserted itself by invoking Section 7.

Section 7, under the RBI act,

empowers the government, in

consultation with the RBI Governor, to

issue directions to the central bank in

matters of public interest. The recent

spat between the executive and the

regulatory body is primarily due to the

PCA framework implemented by the

RBI in order to deal with the NPA

issue. Additionally, the government

wants RBI to relax certain norms in the

NBFC space to ease the liquidity

squeeze. The government has time

and again written letters to the RBI on

various issues. As a response to this,

RBI deputy governor Viral Acharya

warned that the recent move by the

government will jeopardize the

independence of RBI, and will

eventually incur the wrath of financial

[6]
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his post following an investigation of

an allegation of serious personal

misconduct against him. The

investigation did not find any concrete

evidence to support the allegation,

however, it did reveal a ‘lack of

transparency’ as to how Bansal

responded to the situation. Binny

strongly denied the allegation and had

plans to remain in the current role for a

few more quarters until the transition

with Walmart gets completed.

However, the recent developments led

him to put down his resignation

sooner. Kalyan Krishnamurthy, who

heads the group’s main e-commerce

unit, will become the CEO of the

group. A few months earlier, Binny’s

fellow founder, Sachin Bansal, also

resigned from the company over

certain issues pertaining to the stake

sale of Flipkart to Walmart. The exit of

the two Bansal’s from their own

company shows the jeopardized

situation of the entire India start-up

ecosystem.

ZEE Entertainment promoters’ stake 

sale

The Essel group, promoters of Zee

Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. has

decided to sell up to 50% of its stake

to a strategic partner. This stake sale

will help the company to have a global

[7]

footprint, and it will also help to

address Essel Group’s capital

allocation priorities. Goldman Sachs

Securities (India) has been appointed

as the investment banker for the deal.

The US-European based LionTree is

an international strategic advisor for

the transaction. Currently, the promoter

and promoter group hold 41.62 per

cent stake in ZEEL. The news of the

stake sale affected the shares of Zee

Entertainment, the stock turned volatile

by rising 7 per cent to 470 & eventually

closing at a low of 437. The deal is

expected to conclude by March 2019.

Sensex Rejig

Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) Ltd.,

India’s largest exchange will see a

reconstitution of stock indices in

December 2018. The major changes

include the exclusion of Wipro, owned

by Indian billionaire Azim Premji; and

Multiport operator Adani Ports, owned

by Gautam Adani from Sensex. The

index will now include Shiv Nadar-

founded HCL Technologies and

Jamnalal Bajaj led- Bajaj Finance.

Other indices like BSE 100, BSE 200,

and BSE Sensex Next 50 etc. will also

see certain changes in their

compositions. All the rearrangements

will be effective from Monday, 24th

December 2018.
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Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance:

Positive November expiry, falling crude oil prices, appreciating rupee, ongoing

polling in five states, and positive global cues are some of the factors that

helped the market to close positive in each session of the week.

The Nifty50 has rallied nearly 6 percent in November expiry against October

expiry cut of 0.98 percent.

India's gross domestic product (GDP) grew 7.1 percent in July-September, down

from 8.2 percent in the previous quarter as high fuel prices, a sliding rupee and

relatively weaker rural demand seem to have applied the brakes on the

economy.

November was a mixed month for mutual funds, with inflows into equity funds

slowing even as liquid funds saw a revival in interest after the NBFC crisis

showed signs of easing. During the month, overall assets surged by Rs 1.42

lakh crore to touch Rs 24.03 lakh crore, buoyed by strong inflows of Rs 1.36

lakh crore into liquid and money market funds. However, inflows into equity

oriented mutual funds, which include ELSS and balanced funds, stood at Rs

8,629 crore — the lowest in the calendar year.

For NIF month of the November 19 stocks surged among the 25 stocks. ADF

Foods was the top gainer and Britannia was top looser. The members of the NIF

was sceptic about the market due to the results of upcoming election whose

results will be published on 12th December.

As on 31th July 2017

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMACE EVALUATION

As on November 30, 2018

Total Investment Value:  10, 00,000

Current Portfolio Value: 20,30,344.6 

Change in Portfolio Value: 130.73%

Change in Sensex: 76.57%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF:  35.47

Standard Deviation Sensex: 18.79

Sharpe Ratio: 2.79 (Sensex: 3.86)

Cash Remaining: 37,788
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NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

TOP LOSERS FOR THE MONTH

• Britannia (-43.44%)
• Indiabulls Housing (-16.07%)
• Thirumalai Chemicals  Ltd(-9.66%)

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
AND MONTHLY 
PERFORMANCE

Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

TOP GAINERS FOR THE MONTH
• ADF Foods (28.15%)
• Maruti Suzuki (14.23%)
• Blue Dart (13.62%)
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How Credit Rating Agencies 

Need To Be Rated!
- Ankit Barnwal, Shri Ram

College of Commerce

The A, B, C’s

Credit Rating Agencies (CRA’s)-The

term itself sounds so authentic that

one can’t help to simply question the

ratings assigned by these agencies.

And why shall the matter be any

different when all the credible CRA’s

are licensed by SEBI – the watchdog

of the securities market. But the time

has shown that even God is not

perfect and so how can be the mighty

representative of our securities

market! It only makes sense to lend

money to trusted groups/projects. But

the entire pastime of CRA’s is based

upon the trustfulness of a potential

project. This trustfulness, when

measured, evolves into credit ratings

screaming the credit-worthiness of a

particular debt instrument. Thus this

seemingly obvious choice of

forwarding one’s hard earned money

only to trusted debt instruments is not

so obvious after all. An entire

mechanism of a fully functioning

sleuth of Credit rating agencies is

responsible for it, at least supposedly!

The System

Credit rating doesn’t have a much

distant past in India, coming into existence

in the second half of the 1980s.

Currently, SEBI permits only six CRAs

to function in India which are:

1.Credit Rating Information Services

iiiof India Limited (CRISIL)

2.Investment Information and Credit

iiiRating Agency of India

iiiLimited(ICRA)

3.Credit Analysis and Research

iiiLimited (CARE)

4.Brickwork Ratings (BWR)

5.India Rating and Research Pvt. Ltd.

6.Small and Medium Enterprises

iiiRating Agency of India (SMERA)

These CRAs operate under

regulations of SEBI and rates various

debt instruments and debt issuing

organizations based upon which

investors proceed their money.

Creditors trust these ratings simply

because of the fact that one can’t

analyze the creditworthiness of each

institution on their own. Further these

CRAs being SEBI backed serve a

slicing on the cake. The system of

credit rating seems iron clad on paper

but lately we have seen otherwise

(and still not become wiser!).

The Sins of my past

Heading straight back to the Achilles

heel, the 2008 sub-prime crisis in the

US, which shadowed the entire financial

world was courtesy of modestly high

credit ratings to low-quality mortgage-

backed securities by America’s CRA

S&P, Moody’s and a few others. Moody’s

raked up fines of $864 million for its

role in the 2008 crisis, while incorrect

rating practices have led to fines of

€1.2mm in Europe. Standard & Poor’s

(S&P) paid $1.4bn for rubber stamping

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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dicey mortgage bonds. Going desi

(indigenous), one can hardly forget the

mixed records of CRA’s in our nation.

While cases such as Amtek Auto and

Ricoh Indian led tighter disclosure

norms by SEBI. Such meager inapt

slandering has its fruit ripened- the

devastating problem of rising NPAs in

the Indian banking system. NPAs are

essentially bad loans, the loans which

are unlikely to be recovered! Indian

banks’ bad loans stand at a

humongous absurd Rs 10.25 lakh

crores as on 31st March 2018

(according to RBI data). That

constitutes around 22% of our Rs

44.34 lakh crores annual GDP which

is more than enough to raise brows of

an economist let alone a “rating”

agency. The CRA’s seem like

innocuous bystanders amongst this

crisis, only that they are actually not.

Let’s look at how data never lies! 10%

of corporate groups account for nearly 20%

of all distressed loans (House of Debt).

Over the last year, there has been a

barrage of opinion articles by various

experts across all mainstream

newspapers most of which

conspicuously missing the inadvertent

role of these innocent bystanders.

According to Credit Suisse estimates,

this house of debt group had a total

debt of nearly Rs 3 lakh crore as of FY

2010. By FY 2014, their debt ballooned

to Rs 7 lakh crore including 20

individual companies that belong to

these 10 corporate groups. In the 3

years from FY11 to FY 13, every

single one of these House of Debt

companies was deemed to be in a low

risk or no risk category by all the credit

rating agencies. Armed with these

strong credit ratings, these corporate

groups went on a massive borrowing

spree and as a result, an astonishing

one-third of all corporate bank loans

went to these corporate groups.

Now 7 of these 10 groups had a

dangerously high level of debt starting

FY12 indicating stressed balance

sheets, which was more than enough

to downgrade their credit ratings, only

that they were never downgraded. Cut

to early FY13, many of these CRA’s

“golden goose” was not even earning

enough to meet their interest liabilities,

yet the strong credit ratings continued.

It was only in late 2014 that the credit

ratings of many of these groups were

abruptly slashed from high grade to

default imminent status, only after few

of the companies had already begun

defaulting. The recent IL&FS case is

most interesting, at least for someone

rare not affected by the financial

NBFC sector hit. The rating agencies

simply reaffirmed the AAA- rating of

IL&FS debt instrument even when the

dues were delayed since months. That

was only until the black swan event
occurred this August when IL&FS itself

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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confirmed its inability to meet its dues.

The CRA’s, again as with NPAs in

2014, abruptly slashed the rating from

AAA- straight to a D (imminent default).

Fruit Of The Poisonous Tree

This supposedly efficient system of

credit ratings by SEBI authorized

private CRAs comes from nothing- no

remittances from either the investors

who use these credit ratings nor from

the stock markets which expect a fair

rating of different companies listed on

it. On the contrary, this system

acquires its soul, the bread and butter,

from the companies it has a

responsibility to rate, the ‘issuer pays’

model. The CRAs obtain their revenue

from the companies being rated which

have proven a toxic pollutant for the

whole financial ecosystem. Post the

financial crisis of 2008, RBI

constituted an advisory committee on

gauging the exposure of Indian credit

rating system to such systemic

failures. This committee though

recommended no urgent need of

tightening regulations but silently

advocated towards doing away from
this Issuer pay model.A better alternative

Source: Financial Chronical

alternative could be the ‘subscription

model’ where rather than charging the

companies being rated, the investors

are charged a fixed amount for access

to the ratings done by the CRA’s. This

will not only eliminate the dependency

of the assessors(CRAs)on the

assesses (companies being rated) but

will also fix a responsibility of the

former towards the investors

monetarily. Unfortunately, there

appears no political gain sating our

political class from such a compelling

paradigm shift unlike GST making this

still just a matter of debate and the

status quo appears to remain. So

going by the sad state of affairs of

misinformed debates sticking the

entire blame of NPAs and IL&FS crisis

only upon the mere existence of the

public sector banks. Most certainly the

banks won’t have loaned such huge

credit to these failed units if the CRA’s

hadn’t bestowed exceptional credit

ratings upon these units. This being a

clear mystery needs no Sherlock to

solve, just an upheaval of the present

credit rating system!

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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Throughout history, gold and silver

have played similar roles as bullion

and are usually regarded as safe

haven assets that can be used in

place of one another to reduce similar

types of risks in portfolios. It can be

argued that similar macroeconomic

variables affect the demand for these

commodities and hence a rational

long-run interdependency exists

between the prices of these two

precious metals. According to the

argument that prices set in efficient

speculative markets contain unit roots,

it can be inferred that gold and silver

prices are cointegrated. However,

these commodities have very distinct

and important uses.

Demand for gold can be attributed to

two different sectors of the economy.

First comes the government sector

where Central Banks of most nations

maintain a steady proportion of gold in

their foreign exchange reserves and

second is the private consumption

where jewelry applications drive the

major demand for gold. On the other

hand, silver has an illustrious reputation

for its use in jewelry and coins, but

today, silver's primary use is industrial.

Whether in cell phones or solar

panels, innovations are constantly

emerging to take advantage of silver's

unique properties.

World Gold Council in its report says

annual demand for gold and silver

from 1990 to 2017, reveals that there

are two major factors that affect the

gold consumer demand over the long-

term. "All else being equal, gold

demand is driven firstly by, income,

i.e., gold demand is seen to rise with

income levels.. For a 1 percent

increase in income per capita gold

demand rises by 1 percent and

secondly, gold price level, i.e., higher

prices deter gold purchases. For a 1

percent increase in prices, gold

demand falls by 0.5 percent.”

From the perspective of demand, it

can be argued that different

fundamental factors determine the

prices of gold and silver and the two

bullion should move independently,

implying that the co-integration gold &

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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silver prices; speculators can use this

information to predict returns and,

hedgers can use these markets as

substitutes against a similar type of

risks.

Some financial assets have a

measurable intrinsic value while many

don’t. Precious metals are one such

asset class whose true value depends

more on global macroeconomic

developments and less on just the

marginal cost of production.

Comparative study of gold and silver

has been a pervasive technique of

gauging their relative strengths. The

price of gold and silver have a

tendency to move together, but they

can peak and bottom at different

times. So, one of these precious

metals can be used to envisage the

performance of the other, but the

relationship is not always the same.

Gold and silver generally trade

together over time, although one can

lag the other by some months. The

gold-to-silver ratio is the value of one

ounce of gold over the value of one

ounce of silver or amount of silver it

takes to purchase one ounce of gold.

It is one of the many indicators used to

determine the right time to buy or sell

precious metals. The gold/silver ratio

is one of those Wall Street Rorschach

tests that is used by various

investments banks to determine the

direction of the equity market.

Current scenario- The gold-silver

ratio (GSR) is at its highest levels,

and if history is to be believed, it tends

to escalate remarkably during times of

crisis or economic slowdown. In 2008,

the GSR increased to a high of

roughly 84 from below 50 in just two

months.

In the last 100 years, the gold-silver

ratio has been this high only four

other times and all being eras of

extreme tumult, namely the 2008

crisis, the Gulf War, World War II and

the Chinese market crash of 2016.

Coming off a bottom, it has been

witnessed that gold shows signs of

picking up initially before silver starts

inching higher since it is predominantly

an investment vehicle with most of its

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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usage going to bullion bars, coins, and

jewelry. Around 13% of gold is used

for industrial purposes, while the same

figure stands at around 50% for silver.

Gold has already witnessed a steep

decline since the beginning of this

year, all because of its safe haven

appeal being choked by the growth in

the global financial market, while silver

is yet to witness similar strength in

tandem with gold.

Conclusion

The gold-silver ratio stood slightly

above 84 at the Credit Crisis high in

October 2008 and silver rallied from

just below $9 an ounce in 2008 to

almost $49 an ounce in next three

years. This month on 28th Nov, the

ratio was at 87.44, highest ever, even

surpassing its peak level during the

2008 recession, as the price of silver

is relatively lower compared to gold.

This high GSR may be an indication

that silver is due for a long and

substantial rally. Moreover, silver

prices seem to be trading at a long-

term inflection point and may

strengthen in the months to come and

GSR inching close to its mean value.
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NSEL SCAM

NSEL Scam of Rs 5600 crore

unfolded the merger of FMC

(Forwards Market Commission) and

SEBI (Securities and Exchange

Board of India). NSEL was India’s first

electronic spot Exchange for

commodities founded in 2008. It

makes us think that how series of

brokers triggered the merger of two

financial regulators. Ministry of

Company Affairs (MCA) issued a

guideline in 2007 which gave an

exemption to spot exchanges with

certain caveats to spot exchanges to

offer one day forward contracts.

NSEL carried trading in forward

contracts viz. T+2 (trade plus two

days) and T+25.

The T+2 settlement cycle allowed

them to pay for the transactions two

days later. Simultaneously traders

entered into transactions with the

same borrowers to sell the

commodities through a T+25 scheme.

At the heart of the NSEL fiasco was a

practice at the exchange, in which

members were allowed to take long-

term forward contracts in

commodities such as oilseeds,

cereals, and pulses, although the

exchange was allowed to handle only

spot contracts, similar to mandis

where buyers and sellers exchange

goods for money.

The root cause dates back to 2012

when NSEL failed to honour claims of

13000 investors who were trading on

its platform. It was discovered that the

reason to dishonour claims was that

trades were not backed by adequate

inventories in its warehouse. The

promoter of NSEL (63 Moons

Technologies Ltd, erstwhile Financial

Technologies) found its executives

and trading parties at default.

In a recent probe by SFIO (Serious

fraud investigation office), it was found

FINFAILSNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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Source: Forbes India

NSEL rather they induced their clients

to invest. Brokers are under the

scanner of SFIO for misrepresenting

and mis-selling. There is a serious

question on the fit and proper status of

these intermediaries.

When FMC directed the exchange to

stop launching any fresh contracts

NSEL default cropped up impacting

investors wealth. We hope that

stringent laws along with strict

implementation will help to change the

sentiments and faith to be reposed in

the investors.

that business of brokers was

conducted in a fraudulent manner

and recommended to union

government to take action under

section 243(c) of the Companies Act

against the brokers at default.

Investigations unearthed that brokers

allured their clients by a promising

return of 20-22per cent against a

normal return if they could have

traded with their own funds. It is

implied that brokers should have

carried out due diligence to establish

that securities are backed by

commodities at the warehouses of

FINFAILSNIVESHAK | NOVEMBER 2018
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FinTech in India:

Empowering the

Nation’s Future

By: Kirtin Kapoor & Joydeep

Chatterjee

IIFT, KOLKATA

Pasha, 34 years old, has been selling

bananas on his pushcart for 18 years

at the Dilsukhnagar bus depot in

Hyderabad but is suddenly the talk of

the town in and around the fruit

market. The reason? He has started

accepting payments through Paytm

even if you buy a dozen bananas

from him! A look at his Paytm

transactions reveals he has made

transactions of as low as INR 2 into

his account.

Shortly after demonetization heavily

affected businesses of small vendors

across India, a heavy shift from cash

transactions to digital wallets was

observed. With cashless transactions

rising to more than 20 times pre-

November 2016 figures, the fintech

revolution in India is touching more

lives each passing day. Fintech,

common on the lips of millennials

and Gen-X today, is a broad term

used to describe companies that

apply cloud technology, open source

software and other tools to improve

banking and investing processes.

Every decade contributes significantly

to the development. In the early part

of the 21st century, retail financial

services are being further digitized

via mobile wallets, payment apps,

robot-advisors for wealth and

retirement planning, equity

crowdfunding platforms for access to

private and alternative investment

opportunities and online lending

platforms. The 1950s saw the

emergence of credit cards to ease

the burden of carrying cash. The

1960s brought about ATMs to replace

tellers and branches. In the 1970s,

electronic stock trading began on

exchange trading floors. The 1980s

saw the rise of bank mainframe

computers and complex data

recording systems. In the 1990s, the

internet and e-commerce business

models started mushrooming and

ever since the leading edge of

technology in fintech has been

changing every few years.

In the early part of the 21st century,

retail financial services are being

further digitized via mobile wallets,

payment apps, robot-advisors for

wealth and retirement planning,

equity crowdfunding platforms for

access to private and alternative

investment opportunities and online

lending platforms. These fintech

services are not simple

enhancements to banking services,

but complete replacements for

banking services instead. In India,

fintech is growing rapidly and is

spread evenly (21%-27%) across

ideation, prototype, early revenue, &

business expansion stages. In the

ever flourishing field of start-ups in
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India, 7% of all fintech start-ups have

already turned profitable indicating

the huge growth in technology and

investment we have seen in the

country over the past years.

The interesting part is the Indian race

involving global giants and players

closer to home. While the stalwarts

like Whatsapp, Google (Tez),

Amazon (Amazon Pay) and

Samsung (Samsung Pay) have

already seen India as a suitable

investment space for unified

payments interface based platforms;

Paytm, PhonePe, MobiKwik, and

FreeCharge are working rapidly

towards gaining market share and

increasing their loyal customer bases

Pan-India.

Paytm could well serve as a leading

example of the fintech revolution in

India to describe the exponential

growth this sector has seen so

rapidly. Paytm began as a prepaid

mobile recharge website in 2010,

when the market was in the

introductory stage. Without any

significant incumbents present,

Paytm began to leverage publicity

campaigns based on their cashback

& discount policies. Paytm also kept

an eye out for services like DTH

recharges and electricity bill

payments which it eventually

integrated into its mobile app that

started as a "recharge only" venture.

Paytm entered the growth phase

buoyed by its launch of the Paytm

Wallet, an online digital wallet that

allowed users to store and pay for

online and later on offline services.

This was at the same time the digital

transactions had hit 9 billion in

numbers and ₹ 1,329 trillion in value.

Further, Paytm pushed for product

differentiation by foraying into other

uses of mobile wallets like utility

payments & movies. They were aided

by the growth in the shipment of

smartphones from 8 million in 2010 to

102 million by 2015.

More recently, Paytm got the

license from RBI to offer payments

bank services, along with wealth

products that helped push their

cumulative app downloads to over

100 million by the end of 2017. At

the same time, Paytm has been

successful towards cashing in, on

the growth of smartphones sales in

India which is set to grow from 200

million in 2015 to 340 million by the

end of 2018. The government and

other regulatory bodies are the

major market makers for the

fintech industry. Coming just out of
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the nascent stage of growth, fintech

has remained largely lesser

regulated than most other industries.

Post demonetization, a renewed

push for regulation and regularization

of the fintech sector was taken, with

an emphasis on converting India to a

cashless economy. India’s rating on

the Crisil Inclusive Index rose from

56 in 2016 to 58 in 2018, further

signifying that the penetration of the

banking services in the 666 districts

measured across India has shot up,

with 336 rated as “Above Average”.

Some of the major initiatives along

these lines are:

The Start-Up India initiative has

allocated funds worth $1.5B for

funding start-ups. Such ventures

have historically been the ones to

create major innovations like mobile

wallets, KYC compliances in the

BFSI sector like in the case of

Primechain Technologies`. One of

largest pushes for financial inclusion

was in the case of the Pradhan

Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna (or PMJDY)

which achieved a total deposit target

of over ₹ 80,000 crores in over 31.45

crore accounts. India’s rating on the

Crisil Inclusix Index also rose from 56

in 2016 to 58 in 2018, further

signifying that the penetration of the

banking services in the 666 districts

measured across India has shot up,

with 336 rated as Above Average on

the index.

Aadhar based biometric security has

been pushed by the RBI, with a view

to improving security as the nation

shifts to cashless transactions. Under

this system, an Aadhaar number in

entered into the system, which links

to the Aadhaar database and pulls

information for matching the

biometrics of the user. As an

additional layer, an OTP is also

entered by the user to complete the

authentication process. This system

can be used for authenticating

transactions and opening new

accounts under the E-KYC system.

The government backed organization,

National Payments Corporation of

India (or the NPCI), has led the push

into the small payments segment,

with the Unified Payments Interface

(or UPI). With a transaction limit of ₹

1 lakh, the UPI service is positioned

between full-fledged transfers like

NEFT & RTGS and the mobile

wallets, who have a limit of ₹ 10,000

pre KYC. The UPI service has been

able to capture a considerable market

share, with over 246 million

transactions amounting to ₹ 40,834

crores as at June 2018.

While the apex regulator, the Reserve

Bank of India (or RBI), has banned

the use and linking of bitcoin and

related cryptocurrencies, it seems to

be favouring the blockchain

technology as a process enabler. The

Institute for Development & Research

in Banking Technology, which was

established by the RBI, published a

white paper that suggested banks set

up private blockchain networks for
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internal uses. Also, a consortium of

banks led by SBI, who have formed

the BankChain Alliance, have helped

to address several issues and aid in

the recording of liens, mortgages,

pledges on assets, etc on a central

blockchain ledger. As India whips

through this era of revolution in the

fintech landscape that bridges the

gaps & brings together technological

advancements, unified payment

platforms and changing mind-sets of

citizens of India, we are all

stakeholders of this change in the

Indian economy.

According to a YourStory Research

study, in 2016, the Indian FinTech

start-up ecosystem witnessed more

than $687 million being poured into

space across 88 deals that indicate

the sheer potential in a developing

country like ours. Today, any citizen

with a smartphone can lend, borrow

or invest money, make payments,

seek financial advice and manage

portfolios at the swipe of a screen.

More power to consumers brings

more power to corporations leading

this change.

It is 22:00 and Pasha is back to his

house after a gruelling day of selling

bananas at the bus depot. The

weather doesn’t help him relax and

the worry of his son’s school

admission is constantly on his mind.

Lying down, he thinks about his

business and how wallet transactions

are helping it grow. His mobile phone

cries loudly, it is a message from his

bank which says - “Your SBI account

has been credited with… Payment

ref: PAYTMXXX….”. Pasha sighs and

calls it a day with a smile on his lips.
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BOND
CONVEXITY

concept of duration believes that

interest rates have a straight line

linear relationship with bond prices in

the market. But there are a lot of

factors which comes into play to

measure the volatility between the

bond prices and interest rates, such

as maturity years, the frequency of

payments in a year (number of

coupon payments in a year),

duration of the bond and the number

of prepayments.

Duration is a very good measure of

how bond prices are affected due to

variation in interest rates. As the

convexity of the bond increases, the

systematic risk ( the risk which

cannot be eliminated by

diversification ) of the portfolio

shoots up, similarly when the

convexity of the bond decreases, the

exposure to market interest rates

decreases and the bond portfolio can

be considered hedged. So it is safe

to assume that, in general, higher

the coupon rate, lower the convexity

of the bond, the reason behind this

kind of functioning is that if the

coupon rate for the bond is

increased multifold, the market YTM

(Yield to Maturity) will have to

increase greatly to surpass the

coupon on the bond which implies

that the risk for the investor is

reduced substantially.

The different types of Convexity:

If there is a direct relation between

the bond’s duration and the yield,

that is to say that if the bond’s

duration rises with a rise in the yield

The bond convexity concept is a

measurement of the non-linear

relationship of the bond prices to

changes in the interest rates

happening in the market. It

demonstrates how the duration of

bond changes with the changes in

interest rates in the market.

As we can see in the figure (1), as

bond yield increases and henceforth

the bond prices shoot up, A bond

placed higher in the curve will have

higher convexity as compared to a

bond placed at a relatively low

position in the curve, which indicates

that all else being same the bond at

a higher position will have a higher

prices volatility than the one placed

below, within same percentage

fluctuations of the interest rates.

But what has convexity got to do 

with the Financial Markets?

Convexity for the bond is a better

measure of interest rate risk when

we compare it to duration because the
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Where C is defined as the convexity

of the bond, r is the flat /floating

interest rate and the price of the

bond is B. This equation can also be

finally expressed as:

C= D2- dD/dr

Where D is the modified duration for

the bond.

Effective convexity:

For a bond, with an embedded option

(giving the buyer a right but not the

obligation to buy or sell before the

maturity), a yield to maturity is not

hampered by the changes in the

yield curve altering the cash flows

due to the option exercise. And thus

to address the problem effective

convexity is calculated numerically,

which is the discrete approximation

of the second derivative of the bond’s

value as a function of the interest

rate.

To illustrate the above-mentioned

theories, let us take an example

wherein we have a 5.00% Coupon

bond at Par, Changes in the Price

and their effects on in interest rates

are stated in the table below:

the bond is ironically said to have a

negative convexity, which implies that

the shape of the bond curve is

concave (remember we are talking

about the convexity over here), thus

the bond is called to have a negative

convexity. There are a lot of bond

types which exhibit a negative

convexity or a concavity, such as a

Mortgage Backed securities

(commonly known as MBS).

On the contrary, if the bond’s duration

rises and yields fall, the bond is said

to have a positive convexity and it

would experience and exhibit a weird

phenomenon of higher price increase

if yields fall in comparison to a lower

price decrease with yields rise. Make-

whole call provision bonds and non-

callable bonds show a positive

convexity which is associated with the

bonds. Under normal market

conditions, the higher the coupon

rate, the lower a bond's degree of

convexity. Consequently, zero-coupon

bonds have the highest degree of

convexity because they do not offer

any coupon payments.

The Mathematical Definition:

C=1/B*[d2(B(r))/dr2]

If interest Rates 

move up

2- Year Bond 10- Year Bond 30- Year Bond

1.00% -1.0% -6.9% -13.7%

2.00% -1.9% -13.2% -24.7%

3.00% -2.8% -19.0% -33.6%
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What are the financial bubbles? What

causes these bubbles to occur? Is

there any solution to avoid the same?

These are a few questions that are

constant topics of discussions among

the financial economist's fraternity,

policymakers, and the students. A

short history of financial euphoria is

John Kenneth Galbraith’s attempt to

explain the nuances of financial

bubbles that have occurred over the

history of humankind. It goes back to

the Tulip mania of the Dutch Golden

age to the Black Monday, crash of

1987.

.

The most important aspect of the

book is the detailed explanation of the

speculative process which is common

to all the financial bubbles. The book

attempts to explain the pride and

greed of the market players towards

identifying the seemingly rewarding

financial instrument or investment

opportunity, myopia of such investors

in thinking that they are wonderfully

ahead of the rest, their insatiable

attachment with the respective

assets and when the bubble finally

bursts, the blame game that these

investors play.

However, even after such in-depth

analysis, Mr. Galbraith strongly

believes that history always repeats

itself and confesses that stopping or

avoiding such dangerous bubbles is

a tough job. The only way perhaps,

where the impact of such bubbles

can be mitigated is by identifying the

commonality of every event. By

predicting the exact moment when

the fundamentals of any financial

product, subject to the euphoria, is

challenged. This book may not

provide answers to the stated

questions but certainly provides

insights into the intricacies of

sporadic episodes of financial

euphoria. It is an excellent read for

those who wish to delve into the

economics of the financial bubbles.

A SHORT HISTORY OF FINANCIAL EUPHORIA
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